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In this paper, we study how earnings volatility induced by credit risk
can impact share price performance for financial institutions under
CECL and IFRS 9, and we quantify the benefit of an active credit risk
management practice. Our study uses empirical data to show that
a 1.0% increase in earnings volatility leads to a 15.6 bps decrease in
equity value.
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When we look at the earnings volatility components, we
find that a 1.0% increase in the volatility of change in the
loss allowance leads to a 6.0% bps decrease in equity value,
while a 1.0% increase in the volatility of net charge-offs plus
write-downs leads to a 10.5 bps decrease in equity value.
This finding suggests that credit risk managers who diversify
holdings and reduce earnings volatility without lowering
profitability can increase shareholder value.
To quantify the benefit of having a sound credit risk
management practice, we evaluate the historical
performance of loan origination strategies that aim to
minimize a credit portfolio’s credit earnings volatility via
diversification. We perform backtesting using Moody’s
proprietary Credit Research Database (CRD) data, which
contains empirical, name-level financial information,
including credit quality (Moody’s Analytics EDF™ (Expected
Default Frequency) credit measures) associated with each
name and whether and when a name defaults.
When assessing performance against market benchmarks,
we find that reasonably parsimonious loan origination
diversification strategies can reduce the volatility of change
in loss allowance by up to 67% (implying a 4.0% increase in
equity value) and the volatility of net charge-offs plus writedowns by up to 63% (implying a 6.6% increase in equity
value), which can boost equity value by a total of 10.6%.

1. Introduction
In this paper, we investigate the relationship between
accounting rules, credit earnings volatility, credit portfolio
management, and share price performance. We explore
the mechanisms through which accounting rules can
affect a financial firm’s valuation. While this research is
motivated, in part, by the volatility generated when using
the forward-looking allowance under IFRS 9 and CECL, the
value of active credit portfolio management is more broadly
demonstrated by the impact of charge-off volatility on
valuation. Our research aims to quantify the relationship
between share price performance and the volatility in
changes in allowance and net charge-offs plus writedowns. In addition, we demonstrate how credit portfolio
management tools can help design portfolio strategies
that minimize a credit portfolio’s credit earnings volatility
through diversification, directly improving share price.
We first look at the relevance of earnings volatility. A
number of factors come in to play. First, earnings feed into
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capital surplus; and high earnings volatility is associated
with a higher likelihood of insolvency. Second, high
earnings volatility can indicate questionable business
practices and portfolio composition. We saw this trait during
the 2007–2009 financial crisis, as the market reacted very
negatively to news of concentrated portfolio composition
and uncertainty. In some cases, there was a question as
to whether organizations entered distress because of
liquidity constraints, in part due to this issue. We argue that
ultimately, volatility leads to higher capital costs, limited
business opportunities, and lower valuation.
Our empirical analysis follows Rountree, Weston, and
Allayannis (2008) who study the impact of earnings volatility
on non-financial firms and conclude that a 1.0% increase in
cash-flow volatility leads to a 15 bps decrease in firm value.
We evaluate whether we can observe this dynamic within
financial institutions, which differ fundamentally from
non-financial firms with regard to the magnitude and role
of allowance. To address this question, we examine credit
earnings (i.e., earnings generated by a credit portfolio) and
its components (including net charge-offs plus write-downs
and change in allowance) using the Y-9C reports of U.S.
public bank holding companies from 2000–2017.
We calculate the volatility of each item using a three-year
rolling window and then analyze the impact these measures
have on the market-to-book equity value using panel
regressions. We find that a 1.0% increase in a portfolio’s
credit earnings volatility leads to a 15.6 bps decrease in
shareholder value. When we decompose credit earnings
into net interest income, net charge-offs plus write-downs,
and change in allowance, we find that the volatility of
both net charge-offs plus write-downs and change in loss
allowance have a statistically significant, negative impact on
firm valuation. More specifically, a 1.0% increase in volatility
of net charge-off plus write-downs leads to a 10.5 bps
decrease in equity value, and a 1.0% increase in the volatility
of change in loss allowance leads to an additional 6.0 bps
decrease in equity value.
Our empirical research suggests that investors value smooth
performance, and they care a great deal about banks'
earnings volatility. This finding has important implications
for credit portfolio management. Given commercial banks
can experience a significant increase in allowance and,
therefore, earnings volatility in the face of IFRS 9 and CECL,
the idea of using active credit portfolio management to help
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negate the impact of CECL and IFRS 9 on earnings volatility
is more relevant now than ever.

size, for the period 2000–2005, we only include banks that
continued to file reports in 2006.

The second half of the paper proposes a portfolio loanorigination strategy and studies its effectiveness in reducing
earnings volatility and increasing shareholder value. The
strategy allocates funds to newly originated assets across
segments in a way that minimizes ex-ante portfolio earnings
volatility through diversification while maintaining a
target level of profitability. We backtest the performance
against both U.S. and European loan portfolios and find the
strategies can materially increase equity value.

Observed discontinuities or jumps in data resulting from
M&A activities are another complication of the Y-9C data.
For example, if a reporting bank acquires assets from
another bank, we observe a sharp rise in reported Y-9C line
items, such as asset size and earnings of the acquiring bank,
artificially increasing its earnings growth and volatility. To
eliminate M&A effects, for each merger or acquisition, we
retroactively transfer the appropriate dollar amount from
the line items of the selling entity to those of the buying
entity. This adjustment makes it as if the acquiring bank has
always owned the acquired bank, so that the adjusted Y-9C
line items are more representative of each bank's organic
growth, rather than exhibiting jumps due to M&A activities.

More specifically, to study the effectiveness of a volatilityreducing strategy in the U.S., we evaluate the performance
of portfolios constructed under the above-mentioned loan
origination strategy (i.e., optimized portfolios) over time
and compare that against the performance of actual U.S.
banks' portfolios from Moody’s CRD/LAS loan consortium
database. We find that, on average, such loan origination
strategies can reduce realized portfolio earnings volatility
by 32%, implying a 4.9% increase in shareholder value. For
European banks, we construct portfolios using Moody’s
CreditEdge™ data, where we use the debt of publicly traded
firms to represent the credit market. In this case, we find
we can reduce the volatility of net charge-off plus writedowns and the change in loss allowance by 59% and 35%,
respectively, using the optimized strategy, which translates
to a total increase in shareholder value of 8.3%.

Finally, to estimate the volatility of line items such as
earnings from the quarterly income statement, we only
include banks that have at least three years of consecutive
quarterly observations from 2000–2017. Our final sample
consists of 8,717 total bank-quarter observations, roughly
200 public U.S. banks in each period. Figure 1 presents the
number of banks available in our final sample and their total
asset values across time.

We organize the remainder of this paper as follows: Section
2 describes the empirical analysis of credit earnings
volatility’s impact on share price performance. Section 3
discusses the portfolio strategy and presents backtesting
results for U.S. and European portfolios. Section 4 concludes.

2. The Impact of Earnings Volatility on Share Price
Performance
2.1 Data Description
Our initial sample includes all public U.S. bank holding
companies with FR Y-9C reports from 2000–2017. We
exclude private banks due to the lack of information on
shareholder values. Due to the increase in the asset-size
threshold for filing FR Y-9Creports from $150 million to
$500 million, many smaller banks that filed reports between
2000–2005 stopped doing so after 2006. To make sure our
sample remains consistent across time in terms of asset
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We supplement data from Y-9C reports with data from
Moody’s CreditEdge database, which contains information
on each bank’s market value of equity, Moody’s Analytics
EDF (Expected Default Frequency) credit measure, and
GCorr™ Corporate RSQs and asset returns. Expected Default
Frequency is a measure of default risk, and GCorr Corporate
RSQ is a measure of firms’ exposure to systematic risk,
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similar in spirit to the beta coefficient in a CAPM framework.
Table 1 reports summary statistics of the final data. The bank
holding companies in the sample have a mean asset value
of $15,677 million USD and a mean equity value of $2,341
million USD. The average debt-to-assets ratio is 89.6%. Our
main earnings’ measure is earnings before extraordinary
items and taxes. As shown in Table 1, the mean quarterly
earnings are approximately $56 million. We calculate credit
earnings as net interest income minus provisions.1 They
have a mean of $101 million in our sample. The primary
reason credit earnings are higher than earnings is that the
former do not account for any non-credit related expense
items, such as employee salaries. Provisions are important
components of credit earnings, and they are calculated
as change in allowance plus net charge-offs plus writedowns, where change in allowance is equal to the difference
between the balance of allowance at the end and at the
beginning of the quarter.2 Given earnings level can differ
due to differences in bank size, we normalize earningsrelated variables by using banks’ book value of assets.3

Based on the normalized earnings-related variables
(summary statistic reported in Panel B), we construct their
volatilities at each time as the standard deviation of the
corresponding variable’s three-year trailing observations.4
For example, the credit earnings volatility of bank i at the
end of Q4 2014 is the standard deviation of the quarterly
credit earnings per book value of assets over the previous
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12 quarterly observations (including Q4 2014) during years
2012–2014. We understand that at each time point, what
matters significantly in evaluating a bank’s current value
is the expectation of its future earnings. However, without
knowing how investors form their expectations exactly,
we assume they consult banks’ recent past performance
for guidance.5 We measure asset growth as the three-year
rolling average of the quarterly asset growth rate. The
average asset growth of the sample is about 1.9%. We use
the market-to-book equity value ratio as a proxy for bank
equity value.6 The sample’s mean value is 1.38.

2.2 Regression Analysis
This section examines whether the volatility in earnings
due to credit risk affects a bank's share price performance.
Specifically, we estimate the change in a bank's equity
value (again, measured as market-to-book equity value)
due to an increase in the volatilities of credit earnings,
change in loss allowance and net charge-offs plus writedowns. Following Rountree, Weston, and Allayannies (2008),
we control for other factors that can potentially impact
banks' market values, such as (1) bank size, measured by
total assets; (2) capital structure, measured by debt-toassets ratio; (3) systematic risk, calculated as the variance
of a bank's asset return due to systematic factors; and (4)
financial performance, measured by return on assets (ROA).
While Rountree, Weston, and Allayannies (2008) use sales
growth to capture the growth level for non-financial firms,
we use asset growth rate for banks. In addition, we control
for banks' non-performing assets, an indicator of bank asset
quality and financial health.
Given the significant skewness present in many of the
variables, we use the log transformation of market-to-book
equity values, book value of assets, and volatility measures.
This technique reduces the potential impact of outliers on
the analysis. Furthermore, under this transformation, we can
easily interpret the coefficients in the regression results as
measuring the percentage change in a bank's equity value
due to a one-percent increase in earnings volatility.
We begin by testing whether credit earnings volatility
negatively affects a bank's equity value and then further
investigate how each component of credit earnings
volatility incrementally contributes to the impact.
Specifically, we perform a panel regression of logtransformed market-to-book equity values on the variables
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mentioned above with time-fixed effects. We add timefixed effects to remove potential bias caused by market
factors that impact both components of credit earnings
volatility and equity value. For example, an oil price shock
can decrease bank earnings with high exposure to the oil
sector, resulting in banks' higher earnings volatility. In the
meantime, a sharp decrease in oil prices can also cause
negative market sentiment that depresses equity value.
Without controlling for these types of market factors,
the effect of credit earnings volatility on equity value is
likely overestimated. Table 2 presents results of the panel
regression with time-fixed effects.

Column (1) in Table 2 summarizes the regression of
market-to-book equity value on credit earnings volatility,
controlling for a wide range of factors that generally affect
valuation. Credit earnings volatility has a statistically
significant negative impact on market-to-book equity value,
with a 1.0% increase in credit earnings volatility associated
with a 15.6 bps decrease in equity value. Intuitively,
earnings feed into capital surplus, and, thus, high earnings
volatility is associated with high insolvency uncertainty
and lower value. In addition, high earnings volatility is
indicative of questionable business practices and portfolio
composition, which can generate market concerns that
lower market valuation.The estimated effects of the other
control variables we use are reasonable and consistent with
the existing literature. We find that larger banks with higher
total assets and smaller asset growth rates tend to have
relatively lower equity values. As expected, higher return
on assets (ROA) is associated with higher equity values.
Higher debt-to-asset ratios can increase firms’ likelihood of
bankruptcy and, thus, is associated with lower equity values.
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Systematic risk impacts equity value positively, consistent
with Rountree, Weston, and Allayannis (2008). Finally,
a larger percentage of non-performing assets indicates
poorer financial health, leading to lower equity values.To
understand how different components of credit earnings
affect a bank’s equity value, we decompose credit earnings
into net interest income, change in loss allowance and net
charge-offs plus write-downs and re-run the regression on
these variables. Column (2) in Table 2 shows that volatilities
of these variables all have statistically and economicallysignificant, negative impacts on equity value. Intuitively,
higher volatilities can be the result of a poorly diversified
portfolio, highly sensitive to the credit environment. They
can also indicate the bank’s lack of reasonable, expected
loan loss forecasts and a lack of understanding of their
portfolio risk. Finally, higher volatilities may suggest that
a bank frequently changes its portfolio’s risk profile. These
issues can cause investor concerns that drive down the
equity value. Specifically, we estimate that a 1.0% increase
in the volatility of net interest income decreases equity
value by 4.1 bps. This finding suggests that asset liability
management that effectively lowers the volatility of net
interest income can increase shareholder value. Our
regression analysis also shows that a 1.0% increase in the
volatility of net charge-offs plus write-downs leads to a
10.5 bps decrease in equity value, and a 1.0% increase in
the volatility of change in loss allowance leads to a 6.0 bps
decrease in equity value.
Overall, our analysis suggests that bank investors value
smooth performance, even after controlling for timefixed effects and other factors such as risk, size, operating
performance, leverage, and financial performance, etc.

2.3 Robustness Tests
In our baseline regressions above, we only control for
time-fixed effects. This means that the variation in credit
earnings volatility comes primarily from cross-sectional
differences between banks. Intuitively, different levels
of credit earnings volatility mainly reflect differences in
banks’ credit portfolio management practices. As a result,
the effect of credit earnings volatility on equity value
estimated using the specification with time-fixed effects
helps answer the question of how different credit portfolio
strategies or credit portfolio management practices that
reduce earnings volatility influence equity value, our key
research question.However, it is also possible that the
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cross-sectional difference in earnings volatility is driven
heavily by unobserved bank characteristics that directly
affect both a bank’s earnings volatility and its equity
value. Such a possibility prevents us from claiming that
our estimated coefficients in front of volatility variables
measure the true causal effect of earnings volatility on share
price performance.To address this concern, we perform
a set of panel regressions with both bank- and time-fixed
effects. Columns (1) and (2) in Table 3 report the estimated
coefficients of these regressions. We see that the effects of
the volatility variables remain statistically and economically
significant. Specifically, a 1.0% decrease in credit earnings
volatility leads to a 10.3 bps increase in equity value, while
a 1.0% decrease in the volatilities of loss allowance or net
charge-offs plus write-downs increases equity value by 6.0
bps and 8.9 bps, respectively. Compared to the baseline
regressions, the estimated effects of credit earnings
volatility and volatility of net charge-offs plus write-downs
are only slightly smaller. These findings support our
hypothesis that earnings volatility has a causal effect on
banks’ shareholder value.

bank-fixed effects as our primary findings.
Another concern in our baseline regression is the definition
of volatility variables, which we calculate using a three-year
trailing window. It is possible that our estimated coefficients
are highly dependent on the choice of window size. To
address this concern, we perform additional regressions
using volatility variables calculated under a five-year trailing
window. Column (3) in Table 3 shows the results of the
regression using the same specifications as in Column
(2) in Table 2, differing only in the way we calculate the
volatility variables. In the baseline regressions presented in
Table 2, we calculate all of the volatility variables and the
asset growth variable using a three-year trailing window.
For the regression in Column (3) of Table 3, we calculate the
variables using a five-year trailing window. As the results
suggest, the rolling window size shows a limited impact
on the magnitude of the effects of volatility variables.
Specifically, the coefficients for volatility of change in loss
allowance and volatility of net charge-offs plus writedowns are -0.046 and -0.124 when using a five-year trailing
window, compared to -0.06 and -0.105 when using a threeyear trailing window. Volatility of net interest income is also
statistically significant at 7.8 bps.Overall, our robustness
tests lend support to the conclusion in the baseline
specification, that the increase in the volatility of net interest
income, net charge-offs plus write-downs, and change in
allowance has a significant negative causal effect on equity
valuation.

2.4 Cyclical Impact of Earnings Volatility on Share Price

By using both time- and bank-fixed effects in the regression,
we force the variation in credit earnings volatility to come
only from the change in each bank’s credit earnings
volatility over time. But credit earnings volatility for most
banks exhibits small variation over time in the data,
likely because most banks did not change their credit
risk management practice materially during our sample
period. Consequently, the estimated coefficients reported
in Columns (1) and (2) of Table 3 may be influenced heavily
by a few outlier banks. For this reason, we choose not to
present the regression results controlling for both time- and
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The panel regression in the previous section explores
the average relationship between banks’ credit earnings
volatility and their share prices over a very long period. In
this section, we investigate how the impact of earnings
volatility on share price changes over time. Specifically,
for each quarter, we perform a cross-sectional regression
across all banks within that quarter following specification
(1) in Table 2. We then compare the coefficients for credit
earnings volatility across time.
In Figure 2, the solid blue line plots the estimated
coefficients of credit earnings volatility from the crosssectional regressions in each quarter. We find that this
coefficient has a clear cyclical pattern — it shows the
largest magnitude during crises but becomes very small
during benign periods. This pattern suggests that bank
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investors place a significantly higher premium on smoother
performance during economic downturns.

3. Can Credit Portfolio Risk Management Be a Profit Center?
Case Studies Using U.S. and European Portfolios
One possible issue that undermines this argument is that
earnings volatility may vary across banks more during crisis
periods and less during other periods. Consequently, a
regression analysis may have a hard time picking up the
effects of earnings volatility during an economic boom
than during a crisis, simply due to the lack of cross-sectional
variation in the explanatory variables during the former
period. However, in Figure 2, the dashed line shows that
the standard deviation of banks’ earnings volatility stays
relatively constant over time without a clear cyclical pattern,
suggesting that the variation of earnings volatility across
banks is, in fact, quite stable throughout time. Another
potential explanation of the cyclical nature of the impact of
earnings volatility is that the risk premium for uncertainty in
earnings is higher during crises, driven by generally higher
risk aversion levels in the market. To test this hypothesis, in
Figure 3, we plot the estimated coefficients in front of credit
earnings volatility against the market price of risk estimated
by Moody’s CreditEdge and find a strong negative
relationship. The evidence suggests that the market
discounts earnings volatility more aggressively during
periods where the market price of systematic risk is high.
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The empirical findings in Section 2 suggest that bank
investors do value smooth performance, and, thus, portfolio
strategies that can effectively reduce credit earnings
volatility help increase shareholder value. Various studies
(for example, Levy, et al. [2017] and Levy and Zhang [2018])
show that earnings volatility can increase significantly under
CECL and IFRS 9 compared to incurred loss. This impact
highlights the necessity of taking into account earnings
volatility for credit portfolio management. However, can
a portfolio management strategy reduce credit earnings
volatility without hampering profitability? In addition,
if it can, to what degree does such a practice raise the
bank’s value?To answer these questions, we design a
portfolio management strategy where, over time, newly
originated loans minimize ex-ante portfolio credit earnings
volatility while maintaining expected target profitability.
The bank then holds each loan throughout its maturity
or default. Proceeds, including coupon and principal
payments, along with default recoveries, constitute the
funding budget for the next period’s loan origination. We
benchmark performance against either a portfolio from a
bank consortium or a benchmark intended to resemble the
overall corporate debt market.Section 3.1 presents a case
study using U.S. banks’ actual portfolios in the Moody’s
CRD/LAS dataset as the benchmark portfolios. Section 3.2
presents a case study using a synthetic European portfolio
constructed using data from Moody’s CreditEdge as the
benchmark portfolio.3.1 Case Study Using Portfolios of U.S.
Banks in Moody's CRD Data
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For the case study of U.S. banks, we use Loan Accounting
System (CRD/LAS) data extracted from Moody’s Analytics
Credit Research Database. The CRD/LAS data includes
loan-level variables such as loan type, loan origination and
maturity dates, interest charged and outstanding balance,
as well as borrower-level information such as industry,
credit rating, and size. The data covers a large number of
U.S. banks. In our study, we also complement the CRD/LAS
dataset with Moody’s CRD default dataset. This dataset
contains loan-level default information: whether a loan
defaults and, if it does, the time of the default. This dataset
allows us to track the default loss of our portfolios.Seven
banks have C&I portfolio data from 2005–2016, covering
periods both before and after the Great Recession. We use
each bank’s portfolio time series as one of the benchmark
portfolios.7 We then attempt to answer the following
question: How does portfolio performance for each bank
compare to the following new loan origination strategy?

» At the beginning of each year, set the universe of
available new loans to be the observed new loan
origination of the benchmark portfolio.

» Divide this universe into segments, each containing
10 otherwise random loans in the same industry.8 The
relative weight of each new loan in a segment remains
the same as that in the benchmark.
Once we finish the segmentation, we allocate the total
origination-funding budget across the new loan segments
to minimize the overall portfolio’s ex-ante earnings
volatility, while targeting the benchmark portfolio’s
expected income. In each period, we calculate earnings as
follows:

Beginning at time t (ex-ante), we project an earnings
distribution for time t + 1, which accounts for instruments’
default risk, credit migration risk, as well as the correlation
between instruments’ changes in credit qualities. We
then calculate the ex-ante earnings volatility based on the
projected earnings distribution.It is worth pointing out
that we only allow optimization over the newly originated
instruments from the benchmark and keep the holding
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amounts for existing instruments unchanged. We also
assume no capital injection or depletion for the optimized
portfolios. The total portfolio holding of the optimized
portfolio evolves as follows:

Calculation of realized earnings still follows Equation (1), but
in this case, we stand at time t + 1, when we can observe
the actual default and changes in credit qualities of the
instruments from time tto t + 1. We then calculate realized
earnings volatility as the time series volatility of the realized
earnings.Figure 4 presents realized earnings (after interest
expense) of the benchmark and optimized portfolios
aggregated across banks.9The optimized portfolios have
smoother performance, primarily due to a smaller decrease
in earnings during the 2007–2009 crisis period. Specifically,
realized earnings volatility for the benchmark portfolio is
1.21%, while the volatility of the optimized portfolios is
only 0.79%, indicating a 32% decrease, and, thus, a 4.9%
increase in equity value according to the empirical analysis
presented in Section 2. In addition, average earnings for the
optimized portfolios is 1.49%, slightly higher than that of
the benchmark portfolios at 1.19%.

To better understand the main drivers, we look into the
earnings components — default loss and change in loss
allowance. Figure 5 demonstrates realized default loss is
much lower for the optimized portfolios compared with
the benchmark portfolios during the crisis period.10 The
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volatility of default loss for the optimized portfolios is only
37% (with volatility at 0.16%) for the benchmark portfolio
(with volatility at 0.43%), which implies a 6.6% increase in
equity value based on our empirical study.

The other important component contributing to earnings
volatility is change in loss allowance. Figure 6 presents the
level of loss allowance at the end of each year, and Figure 7
plots the change in loss allowance.

For the benchmark portfolios, although loss allowance
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peaked at the end of 2009, the largest increase in allowance
occurred during 2008 (i.e., the large difference between
loss allowance on 2008/12/31 and 2007/12/31) due to
a significant deterioration in credit qualities during that
period. A large increase in allowance contributes to the
low level of earnings for the benchmark portfolios during
2008. Although optimized portfolios follow a similar
trend as the benchmark portfolios, their changes in loss
allowance are less sensitive during the cycle and show much
lower volatility. In particular, volatility of change in loss
allowance for the benchmark portfolio is 0.60%, while the
volatility for the optimized portfolios is only 0.20%, a 67%
decrease from the benchmark portfolio, indicating a 4.0%
increase in equity value.Figures 8 and 9 compare portfolio
characteristics between the bank portfolios and the
optimized portfolios. The optimized portfolios tend to favor
instruments with lower probability of default and shorter
maturities. We expect this finding, given we calculate loss
allowance as the lifetime expected loss under CECL, and,
thus, shorter maturity implies lower volatility, keeping
everything else constant.

Tables 4–7 summarize the results at the individual bank
level. Tables 4 and 5 show that, for all banks, optimized
portfolios have lower earnings volatility, slightly higher
average earnings (after interest expense), and higher
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earnings Sharpe ratios. Tables 6 and 7 show that volatilities
for default loss and change in loss allowance are also
always lower for the optimized portfolios. We observe that
the improvement level from the optimization can differ
significantly across portfolios. For example, as Table 4
shows, the volatility of earnings decreases by 56% for Bank 2
under optimization, while it only decreases by 16% for Bank
7. One of the reasons for the difference is that the maturities
of instruments are much lower and have less differentiation
in Bank 7’s portfolio.
Under CECL, the reduction in volatility by optimization is
achieved primarily by shifting allocation from instruments
with longer maturities and higher PD to instruments
with shorter maturities and lower PD (without lowering
profitability). In this case, a portfolio starting with a high
proportion of short-maturity instruments has less room for
volatility reduction.

3.2 Case Study Using a Synthetic European Portfolio
This section presents backtesting results for the minimum
variance strategy applied to a synthetic European portfolio.
We create the benchmark portfolio using quarterly data
of public European firms in CreditEdge January 1, 2000–
December 31, 2017.To construct the initial portfolio, we
include all counterparties with liabilities exceeding $10
million USD, and assume one newly originated floating
rate term loan for each counterparty, with maturity
determined by a weighted average11 of one and seven years
(representing current and long-term liabilities), and spread
equal to the implied par spread. The reference rate is the
three-month LIBOR rate. We determine the probability of
default for each instrument using Moody’s Analytics EDF
credit measures, and we set loss given default at 50%.Once
originated, an instrument is held until maturity unless the
counterparty defaults or the counterparty drops out of the
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database. If the counterparty defaults, we use recovery for
funding during the following period. If the counterparty
leaves the database (without indication of default), we
assume the loan sold at face value with cash returned for
reinvestment. If an instrument matures, we assume a new
loan originates from the same counterparty with updated
maturity and spread information, if the counterparty
continues to exist in the database. Another source of newly
originated loans is the addition of new counterparties.
Whenever a new counterparty enters the database, we
assume a newly originated loan from that counterparty. We
assume both the benchmark and optimized portfolios
begin with the same initial composition, with holdings
of instruments proportion to the liability of their
counterparties. In any case, portfolio growth only comes
from free cash flow with no external cash infusions or
depletion. We calculate free cash flow during each quarter
as the sum of interest income, recovery from default, cash
from matured loans, and loans sold.For the benchmark
portfolio, free cash flow is reinvested proportionally to the
liability of the counterparties of the newly originated loans
(i.e., proportional to the available credit in the market). For
the optimized portfolio, we allocate free cash flow so that it
minimizes the overall portfolio ex-ante earnings volatility,
while maintaining the same level of expected earnings as
the benchmark portfolio during that quarter. We conduct
optimization at the country- and industry-level.Loss
allowance calculation under IFRS 9 is more complicated.
Under CECL for U.S. portfolios, loss allowance is always
calculated as lifetime expected loss, while under IFRS 9
for the European portfolio, loss allowance is calculated
as one-year or lifetime expected loss according to the
instruments’ stages. For our study, we use the following rule
for determining an instrument’s stage:12 We categorize an
instrument as Stage 2 if it satisfies either (1), the current PD
to maturity exceeds 130% of the origination PD to maturity,
and the absolute PD level to maturity exceeds 0.66%; or
(2), its PD level to maturity exceeds 2.5%.Figure 10 shows
the realized loss allowance for the two portfolios at the
beginning of each quarter 2000–2017. The loss allowance
of the optimized portfolio is always lower than that of the
benchmark portfolio. It is also less volatile. The level of loss
allowance increases for both portfolios during the periods
of the dot-com crisis, the financial crisis, and the European
debt crisis. While we see an increase in the loss allowance
for the benchmark portfolio during the stock market sell-off
during 2015–2016, the loss allowance for the optimized
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portfolio is not impacted.

Figure 11 shows the change in loss allowance for the
two portfolios. Similar to the case for U.S. portfolios, the
optimized portfolio shows much smaller volatility of
change in loss allowance at 0.11%, a 35% decrease from
the benchmark portfolio at 0.17%. This decrease, in turn,
translates to a 2.1% increase in equity value.

Figure 12 shows the realized default loss for the two
portfolios. As shown, default loss is significantly lower for
the optimized portfolio during the crisis period as well
as the post-crisis period. Volatility of default loss for the
benchmark portfolio is 0.44%, while the volatility for the
optimized portfolio is only 0.18%, a 59% decrease, implying
a 6.2% increase in equity value.
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Figures 13 and 14 compare the average PD to maturity
and average maturity between the two portfolios. Similar
to the case for U.S. portfolios under CECL, the optimized
portfolio favors safer instruments with generally lower PDs.
However, the differences between the maturities of the two
European portfolios under IFRS 9 are not as significant as
seen for the case under CECL in Figure 9. In fact, under IFRS
9, safe instruments with long maturities are very attractive,
because their incomes are higher due to longer maturities.
However, they exhibit sensitivity to credit migration roughly
equivalent to instruments with one-year remaining maturity
(i.e., allowance is calculated as the one-year expected loss).

Figure 15 calculates the notional-based proportion
of Stage 2 assets at each time point. As expected, the
optimized portfolio contains a smaller proportion of Stage
2 instruments, given their propensity to exhibit higher
earnings volatility. This difference is a primary driver for the
optimized portfolio’s large reduction in earnings volatility.
The difference in proportion of Stage 2 assets between the
two portfolios is largest during the post-crisis period. Worth
noting, there are a few notable periods where the optimized
portfolio has a larger proportion of Stage 2 instruments.
These occur primarily because the instruments’ changes of
staging after loan origination and the inability to change
loan holding amount after origination.

4. Summary
Our research shows how credit earnings volatility can
impact share price performance for financial institutions.
Results demonstrate that a 1.0% increase in credit earnings
volatility is associated with a 15.6 bps decrease in equity
value. When exploring earnings volatility components, we
find that a 1.0% increase in the volatility of change in loss
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allowance leads to a 6.0 bps decrease in equity value, while
a 1.0% increase in the volatility of net charge-offs plus writedowns leads to a 10.5 bps decrease in equity value. These
findings suggest that credit portfolio risk management
strategies can effectively reduce credit earnings volatility
without decreasing income, helping to increase shareholder
value. Studies show that earnings volatility can increase
significantly under CECL and IFRS 9, which makes this
research and conclusions very pertinent.
Our portfolio strategy minimizes ex-ante portfolio earnings
volatility while targeting expected income at the benchmark
level. We test the effectiveness of the strategy using both
U.S. and European portfolios. For the U.S. portfolios, we use
historical bank portfolio data from Moody’s CRD database
as benchmarks. We find that the optimized portfolios
constructed under the strategy can reduce the realized
earnings volatility by 32% on average. In addition, the
volatility of default loss and loss allowance are both much
smaller for the optimized portfolios. Specifically, the realized
volatility of default loss is reduced by 63%, and the realized
volatility of change in loss allowance is reduced by 67%,
suggesting an increase in equity value of 6.6% and 4.0%,
respectively. For the European portfolios, we construct the
benchmark portfolio using data from public European firms
in Moody’s CreditEdge database. The optimized portfolio
constructed under the portfolio strategy effectively reduces
the volatility of default loss and loss allowance by 59% and
35%, respectively, implying an increase of 6.2% and 2.1% in
equity value.
Our findings illustrate that these specific credit risk
management strategies add value, helping to achieve stable
performance. The value generated can be significant.
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